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Here’s a very pretty hand from the GNT’s. RHO deals, the opponents only are vulnerable, and he opens
1. Your hand is A9763 A76 A95 J10. You overcall 1, and LHO bids 1NT. Partner passes, and
RHO bids 2. You pass, LHO bids 2, and partner rouses from his deep sleep and bids 2. This is
passed around to LHO, who doubles, and all pass.
LHO leads the Q and you see:
Dummy: J105 932 1042 A952
Your hand: A9763 A76 A95 J10
Plan the play.
It looks like you can score all 4 of your aces, and you should be able to collect two more spade tricks
with all your nice intermediates. But -300 won’t win you any IMPs. Can you do better?
What do you know about the deal? LHO probably has two hearts for his preference, and could hold two
or three diamonds. He surely has at least KQxx for his double, so he’s going to have at least 3 clubs.
The shapes I think you should be considering for LHO are 4=2=3=4, 4=2=2=5, 5=2=3=3, or 5=2=2=4.
Where are the high cards? You are missing KQ KQJ KQJ and KQ, 22 HCP. RHO will have at least
11 of them, so LHO will have at most 11.
How many sure losers do you have? 1 in clubs, 2 in diamonds, 2 in hearts, and, you suspect, two in
spades. That’s 7, dovetailing nicely with your hoped for 6 winners (some deals don’t add up to 13 in
these two categories). But, again, you would like to perform a little magic and make one of those losers
vanish. Let’s see how my partner, Ron Franck, went about it.
Ron ducked the first heart and LHO continued with the 10, which Ron won in hand. He next led the J
and passed it, losing to the Queen. RHO cashed a heart (LHO discarded a diamond), and shifted to a
diamond. Since several of the hand patterns for LHO include doubleton diamonds, he won this. Now he
led the 10, LHO played low, and Ron went into a long huddle (even long by Ron’s standards).
The position is now:
Dummy: J105 -- 104 A95
Your hand: A9763 -- 95 -And your 10 and LHO’s low club are sitting on the table staring at you. You stare back at them. But
they don’t blink; you have lost the staring match.
You look at the played cards stacked neatly in front of you. You have won two tricks so far, they have
won 3. You right now are fervently wishing that the 9 and 10 would change places; then you could
overtake and, If the finesse wins, you could pitch a diamond loser and all would be well. But that
miracle isn’t going to happen.
What if you let the 10 ride and it wins? You’re going to lead a low spade, hoping that LHO has no
more diamonds and both spade honors. If that’s the case, LHO will have to let you into dummy to cash
the A.
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What happens if you let the 10 ride and it loses to the K? The roof falls in. RHO will cash a couple of
diamond winners and the 5-card ending will be:
Dummy: J105 -- -- A9
Your hand: A9763 -- -- -RHO will be on lead and will simply lead a red card. You will have to ruff with the 9 and LHO will overruff
and exit with a low spade; making a trick with his other spade honor later. That will be 2 clubs, 2
diamonds, 2 hearts, and 2 spades for the defense, and -500.
Ron decided that this was too big a risk to take, and instead he rose with the A and ruffed a club as
RHO played the K. Now the position is:
Dummy: J105 -- 104 9
Your hand: A976 -- 95 -Watch closely, ladies and gentlemen, as Ron makes a defensive trump trick disappear. He led a low
diamond from hand. LHO discarded a club as RHO won. Now RHO was down to nothing but red cards.
He led a diamond winner, Ron followed, and LHO (who was down to his original 5 spades) ruffed it and
led a low spade. Ron let this run around to his hand and led another low spade from hand. LHO won,
but in the 2 card ending he was forced to lead away from his other spade honor and Ron escaped for
down 1.
The full deal had been:
Dummy: J105 932 1042 A952
LHO: KQ842 Q10 J8 7643

RHO: -- KJ854 KQ763 KQ8

Your hand: A9763 A76 A95 J10
What happened at the other table? Their declarer let the 10 ride in the same position that Ron had
reached, but our teammates didn’t take full advantage and only brought back +300. Still, we won 5
IMPs for Ron’s excellent disappearing act.
Could LHO have done better? Let’s look at the full position after trick 7:
Dummy: J105  104 9
LHO: KQ842 -- -- 7

RHO: -- J8 KQ74 --

Your hand: A976 -- 95 -As you recall, Ron led a diamond here and LHO pitched a club. What if LHO had ruffed this trick? He
could lead his club, Ron would win in dummy and pitch his last diamond from hand, but now when the
first spade finesse lost, LHO would have TWO small spades and could lead one of them, still leaving him
with another trump trick to come. The defense would have gotten 3, 2, and a club. Still only 6 tricks.
Pretty neat trick by Ron! The whole key to the hand with that club ruff that he scored early, preparing
the ground to let LHO choke on his five trumps.
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Our D5 open flight team qualified for the knockouts by collecting +2800 on a board in their last match,
raising them from the bubble all the way to the 6th qualifying position. But they lost in the Round of 16.
Our Flight B team (Dave Collura, Jim Gump, Kitty Jo Hellman, and Bob Flynn) lost a heartbreaker, losing a
12 IMP lead in the 4th quarter. And our Flight C team (Richard Laird and Pat Rambasek playing with the
Smith’s from Cleveland) trailed by 56 at the half and continued to fight, eventually losing by 73. I talked
to Pat and Richard, and they both said they had learned a lot from the experience. And Ron and I (with
Dian Petrov and Davis Huessler) are slogging on to the Round of 8 today.

